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LOSS OF EXCITATION RELAY

CEH51A

DESCRIPTION

The CEH51A is a single phase, single zone, offset niho distance type relay. The
relay is designed to detect a loss of excitation on synchronous machines. An offset
mho characteristic was chosen to provide selectivity between loss of excitation and
other normal or abnormal conditions that may exist on the system. A 66—83 millisecond
fixed time delay auxiliary unit is employed in the CEH5IA relay to prevent undesired
tripping due to shock, vibration or sudden complete loss of AC potential, any of which
might result in momentary closure of the main unit contacts. Depending on the
application, one CEH5IA relay and a suitable lock-out relay, or two CEH51A relays plus
an adjustable timing relay and a lock—out relay are required. This is discussed in the
section under APPLICATION.

The CEH51A relay complete with target seal-in unit and auxiliary time-delay unit
is packaged in a standard M2 draweut case, the outline and panel drilling dimensions
for which are illustrated in Fig. 20. The internal connection diacram for the CEH51A
is illustrated in Fig. 37.

APPL ICAT ION

The CEH51A relay is a single phase offset mho relay and it is used to detect a loss
of excitation on synchronous machines. Loss of excitation can be damaging to the
machine and/or detrimental to the operation of the system. It is recommended that loss
of excitation protection he considered for all synchronous generators.

When a synchronous generator loses excitation it will tend to act as an induction
qenerator. It will run above normal speed, operate at reduced power and receive its
excitation (VARS) from the system. The impedance seen by a relay looking into the
generator will depend on the machine characteristics, the load flow to the loss of
excitation, and the type of excitation failure.

Fig. 1 illustrates a unit type generator connected to a power system with an
offset mho distance relay at its terminals set as indicated on the R—X diagram. The
relay is set with an offset equal to one-half the direct axis transient reactance and a
diameter equal to the direct axis synchronous reactance of the generator. Typical
impedance loci as seen by the relay when the excitation is lost as a result of a short
circuit across the field windings are also shown in Fig. 1. Curve A represents loss of
excitation from full load conditions. This locus terminates in a region near the
negative X axis at about a point located approximately at the average of the direct and
quadrature axis sub-transient impedances of the generator. In the case of no load or
very light load prior to the loss of excitation, the impedance seen by the relay
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terminates in an area near the negative X axis as shown by point C. The impedance seen
by this case is approximately equal the average of the direct and quadrature
synchronous impedances of the generator. Curve B applies for some moderate condition
between full and no load.

In the event of an open—circuited field in which the slip rings flash, the field
will then be effectively shorted and the curves of Fig. 1 apply. If the slip rings do
not flash and field remains open circuited, the impedance loci will terminate at
approximately the same points as shown in Fig. 1 (for the same initial conditions), but
since the slip rates are different they will generally follow different paths in
aetting there.

Thus, the characteristic of Fig. 1 will suffice to detect a loss of excitation
from any initial loading due to an open or a shorted field circuit.

Since a characteristic with settings as illustrated in Fig. 1 is required to
detect a loss of excitation, it should be ascertained that such an application is
secure against undesired operation on stable system swings resultiqa from system
disturbances. Fig. 2 illustrates typical impedance loci as viewed by an offset mho
relay located at the generator terminals for different system conditions after a nearby
fault is cleared.

The dash curve A represents the case for conditions of a three—phase short circuit
at (F) the high side of the unit transformer occurring when the machine is running at
full load and unity power factor (La). When the fault is cleared in nominal relay plus
breaker times with the voltage regulator in service, the impedance jumps to point Sa
and follows the path of the dash lines back to the region around La. This is a stable
swing and the impedance path does not enter the required CEH characteristic.

The solid curve B illustrates an extreme case of a similar set of circumstances.
In this case:

a) The machine was running underexcited prior to the fault (Lb).
b) The fault was not cleared until the critical switching time for

the machine in question.
c) The voltage regulator was out of service.

While the resultant swing was stable and would eventually settle back to the area
around Lb, the impedance locus entered the larger relay characteristic. Studies
indicate that the duration of its stay in the characteristic is in the order of 0.2 to
0.4 seconds. Thus, if the larger relay characteristic is employed with a time-delay
auxiliary relay which is set for about 0.5 - 0.6 seconds, undesired tripping will not
take place.

Under these conditions it is recommended that two mho characteristics be employed
as indicated in Fig. 2. Both characteristics should be set with an offset equal to the
ohmic value of Xd/2 per unit. The smaller one should be set with a diameter equal to
the ohmic equivalent of (1.0) per unit impedance on the machine bese and the larger one
set with a diameter equal to the ohmic equivalent of Xd per unit. The relay with the
smaller set characteristic would operate in conjunction with a built—in four—to-five
cycle time-delay auxiliary while the relay with the larger set characteristic would
operate in conjunction with an external timing relay having a range in the order of
0.15 - 3.0 seconds.
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In actual practice, whether a fault condition will produce a swing similar to that
of curve A or B in Fig. 2 will depend on system and generator operating conditions.
This can be fully evaluated only by a study of the system. Thus, whether one or two
relay characteristics are required will depend on the possible modes of operation of
the generator, the generator characteristics and the particular system involved.

There is some concern about the performance of the voltage regulator when it is
operating on the underexcited limit. It is feared that the regulator will “undershoot”
while trying to maintain the limit and thereby cause the apparent impedance to
momentarily enter the relay characteristic. Thus, if one single characteristic is used
as illustrated in Fig. 1, there may exist the possibility of undesired operation as a
result of regulator “undershoot.” When two characteristics are used as illustrated in
Fig. 2, the large one with time delay, this problem could he avoided. The generator
regulator manufacturer should be consulted to establish the time delay to be used with
the relay.

It should be recognized when using the two characteristics as illustrated in
Fig. 2, that a bonafide loss of excitation from the lighter load conditions may he
detected only by the larger characteristic. This will result in a delayed trip which
may have some adverse effects on the system. This should be evaluated by the user.

The basic considerations discussed above apply to generators with all types of
prime movers. However, in the case of hydro machines which may be operated severely
underexcited during light load to compensate for system distributed capacitance, theoperating condition can approach the loss of field condition in terms of impedance seen
by the CEH at the machine terminals. These applications, along with underexcited
synchronous condenser applications, should be referred to the factory for additional
information.

The CEH relay is designed for use with line-to-line voltages (EA-EB) and delta
currents (1A—IB). Wye or delta connected PTs rated 120 volts phase-to-phase may be
used. External connection diagrams for this application are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Itmay also be applied with a single line-to-neutral PT with a secondary voltage rating of69 or 120 volts, but in this case only one current coil is connected in the CT circuit.
External connections for this application are shown in Fig. 5. Regardless of whichconnections are used, the relay settings are calculated as indicated in the sectionunder CALCULATION OF SETTINGS. However, it should be noted when the CEH is used withone single phase-to-ground PT that the actual PT ratio on the tap selected (69 or 120volts) must be used in the calculation of secondary ohms.

The external connections to the CEH51A relay as illustrated in Fig. 3 through 6indicate that breaker contacts 52/a must be used in the DC circuits. These 52/acontacts are required in order to prevent the relay from misoperating during start-upprocedures when there might be low frequencies or no voltage (restraint) applied to therelay.

An important consideration in the application of the CEH relay relates to the PTsecondary fusing practice. In general, the PTs that provide potential to the CEH relaywill have other burdens connected between phases and possibly between phases andneutral. If a secondary fuse or circuit breaker on one phase is open, the potential onthat phase will not necessarily go to zero. It will generally assume some potentialdepending on the impedance of the total burdens connected between that phase and theother phase and ground. If this resulting potential is applied to the CEH relay the
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diameter of the characteristic will usually increase and the angle of maximum torque

will shift clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the circumstances. This can

result in improper operation during load conditions. Thus, when PT secondary fuses are

employed it is recommended that the CEH relay be fused separately from all other

devices, as indicated in Fig. 7A, so that any blown fuse, except a main fuse, will

result in either zero voltage or normal voltage to the CEH relay. This will not cause

the relay to operate falsely under normal load conditions. However, if the short

circuit that caused the fuse to blow or other burden is maintained across the CEH

relay, false operation may occur after clearing a prolonged nearby system fault.

Fig.7B illustrates two examples of how not to fuse the PT circuits to the CEH relay.

The blowing of a PT primary fuse (where used) presents a similar problem that

cannot generally be solved as easily as the secondary fuse situation. In the case of

three wye connected PTs, a blown primary fuse can result in the CEH relay receiving low

and phase shifted voltage. This can result in the relay operating falsely on load or

possibly after clearing a nearby system fault depending on the circumstances.

In the case of two open-delta connected PTs, with primary fuses as illustrated in

Fig. 3, a blown primary fuse on the associated PT can result in a characteristic that

is larger than the setting and with its angle of maximum torque shifted in phase angle.

However, this shift is in the direction of non-operation under load conditions.

If a single PT Is used, connected either phase-to-neutral or phase-to-phase, a

blown primary or secondary fuse will remove potential from the relay. The relay will

not operate to trip correctly or incorrectly for this condition.

Using the connections and secondary fusing shown in Fig. 3 through 7A will prevent

undesired tripping under load conditions when a secondary fuse is removed or blown. In

order to prevent such tripping on the loss of a primary fuse with wye connected PTs, a

Type CVFS voltage balance relay is suggested to supervise the CEH51A tripping contacts.

CAIXULATION OF SETTINGS

There are two settings that must be made on the CEH51A relay. They are the offset

tap setting and circle diameter restraint tap setting. It is recommended that the

following offset and diameter settings be used.

1. If only one GEl-I relay is required

OFFSET one-half transient reactance (X’d/?)

DIAMETER = synchronous reactance (Xd)

2. If two CEH relays are required:

OFFSET = one-half transient reactance (X’d/2) for both relays

SMALL DIAMETER = 1.0 per unit reactance on machine base

LARGE DIAMETER = synchronous reactance (Xd)
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